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GUANGZHOU, China, June 11th,  2020 -- Infinite Lagrange,  a space strategy mobile game developed by
NetEase Games, is initiating its Closed Beta Test today on Android in the United States, Canada, Australia and
the Philippines.  In this universe,  players will  be able to explore the uncharted galaxy, command and build
spacecrafts, involve themselves in strategic battles, and plan the development of their own space stations. They
will soon take on the role of a space leader and conquer the infinite Milky Way.

Infinite Lagrange will assure players an unforgettable space journey.
 

Venture into and Conquer the Uncharted Space



Players will assume the duty of the leader of a galactic force. Traveling through stargates, they will venture into
the breathtaking uncharted space. During the thrilling exploration, they will encounter colossal space cities and
formidable  fleets  from other  forces.  As  conquerors  conquer  more  ground  and  grow in  strength,  they  will
discover the unknown history. In addition, space conquerors will  encounter friends and foes with the same
ambition to rule. They will exploit the boundless frontiers together.
 

Command Aircraft Carriers and Build Fleet



Interstellar  conquerors  will  pass  through  the  Stargate  near  Antontas  and  set  course  for  untapped  celestial
systems. They initially have only 3 to 5 ships under command. Over time, they will construct a much bigger
port and establish more technologically advanced ship building lines. An invincible Armada will be ready to
answer to their call.

Projects like construction, production and research will be interstellar conquerors’ burden to bear. There are
hundreds of branches in the technology tree to choose from, intricate signature ship blueprints to design and
massive shipbuilding lines to oversee. With a clear mind, the enterprise will be able to build Capital ships like
frigates, destroyers, and cruisers, and Super Capital ships like battlecruisers and aircraft carriers. They dutifully
serve  the  interstellar  conqueror’s  strategies  such as  defending,  mining,  and anti-aircraft,  in  their  numerous
forms.
 

Conquer the Space by Winning Strategic Battles



Outer space makes for a treacherous journey, and a drop of water can create a storm. Forces are longing for
battles. In the event of an irreconcilable conflict, interstellar explorers will have to marshal their fleet alongside
their allies for a victory. To take on a massive space city, hundreds of players with tens of hundreds of fleets will
have to join forces. A battle that size will  make the space tremble. In their endeavor of seizing territories,
interstellar  conquerors  get  to  have  a  thrilling  experience.  They  will  find  out  one  of  the  endless  possible
outcomes of collaborating with allies and combating foes.
 

Plan production and development for a Fun Survival Experience



In addition to heated space battles, the fun of surviving in the wilderness of the universe is also ample in Infinite
Lagrange. Every interstellar explorer needs to plan the development of the space station for a better production
capacity and military power. In order to grow more rapidly, they need to collect resources or search for facilities
and ruins in outer space.
 

Level Up with the Help of Tech Tree and Strengthen Yourself



 

In order to survive in a universe fraught with danger, interstellar conquerors need to enhance their strength by
investing in Technology Tree. They can gain Technology Points for upgrading ships and other techs like artillery
and gunboat carrying technology. Ships armed with these techs will become much more powerful. Blueprint
modifications will unleash the full potential of every single ship. Joining an alliance will also grant conquerors
an edge over other lone wolves out there.

The universe of Infinite Lagrange has witnessed the ups and downs of history in which we explore, thrive,
falter, and get back to glory. Interstellar conquerors will seize planets. Also, they will discover the unfolding of
history and technology development. They will familiarize themselves with the story behind every planet, every
city, and every ruin. They have one ultimate goal: building Stargates. Stargates allow intergalactic travel. With
them, more uncharted territories can be claimed.

The infinite unknown galaxy is yours to conquer!

Get yours today on Android: https://go.onelink.me/bcWX/eb874cc3  

Website：https://www.infinitelagrange.com/

Facebook： https://www.facebook.com/infinite.lagrange/

Discord： https://discord.gg/4sFWK9r

YouTube：https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCk44WwLlh2zJeY3SWwURx0A

###

About NetEase Games

NetEase Games is the online games division of NetEase, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTES), developing and operating
some of the most popular PC-client and mobile games in markets including China and Japan. As one of the
world's largest incubators of quality online game content, NetEase Games is dedicated to supporting the growth
of innovative studios around the globe and growing an international presence along the way. To complement its
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self-developed games  and world-class  R&D capabilities,  NetEase  Games  also  partners  with  other  industry
leaders  including  Blizzard  Entertainment,  Mojang  AB  (a  Microsoft  subsidiary)  and  other  global  game
developers to operate some of the most popular international online games in China. For more information,
please visit neteasegames.com.
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